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Faible Moyen Fort Très fort

Code ISIN FR0000284150
Forme Juridique SICAV

Date Agrément 13/06/1997
Devise Euro

Fiscalité** Support de contrats d’assurance vie.
Affectation du Résultat Capitalisation

Valorisation Quotidien
Souscriptions/Rachats avant 11h30

Indice de référence MSCI Emerging Markets Free

Volatilité
Début 

d'année 1 mois 3 mois 1 an 3 ans 5 ans 52 s.

Fonds -7,59 -2,38 -2,94 6,00 27,91 36,24 16,05
Indice -5,44 -1,64 -0,57 5,79 6,04 21,19 19,96

Performance (%)

Actif net Performance V. L.

29/04/2011 depuis le
31/12/2010

29/04/2011

139 962 061 € -7,59% 3 628,59 €

Objectif de gestion : Le portefeuille de la SICAV est
principalement investi en actions et autres valeurs donnant accès au
capital de sociétés cotées dans des pays en développement, dits
émergents. Le style de gestion est l’approche « valeurs » (pur stock
picking). Concernant l’approche « pays » la recherche de la stabilité
économique est primordiale. L’analyse et la recherche au niveau des
secteurs permettent d’identifier les valeurs capables d’exploiter le
potentiel de croissance propre aux pays émergents. Le choix porte sur
les sociétés les plus sous-valorisées, tout en minimisant les risques
grâce à la diversification. L’indice de référence est le MSCI Emergent
Markets Free.
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Catégorie AMF Actions Internationales
Catégorie EuroPerf. Actions Emergent - générale

Horizon de Placement supérieur à 5 ans
Commissions Souscription : 5% maximum

Frais de gestion : 1.75% max. TTC

Gestionnaire financier 
par délégation

Martin Maurel Gestion 
N° Agrément AMF : GP97103

Gestionnaire financier 
par sous-délégation

Genesis Investment Management Ltd

Dépositaire CACEIS Bank
Promoteur Groupe Martin Maurel

Publication des VL www.martinmaurel.com

Indice 5,44 1,64 0,57 5,79 6,04 21,19 19,96

TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR 4,9%
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 4,8%
ANGLO AMERICAN 4,8%
SAB MILLER 2,9%
FIRST QUANTUM MINERALS 2,5%
BANCO SANTANDER 2,4%
AMERICA MOVIL ADR 2 3%

Achats Ventes
ANGLO AMERICAN FIRST QUANTUM MINERALS
TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR
NOMOS BANK
BANK OF AYUDHYA
SAB MILLER

* Source Europerformance - ** Le traitement fiscal dépend de la situation individuelle de chaque client, il est susceptible d'être modifié ultérieurement.

Asie
46,7%

Moyen-
Orient / 
Afrique
17,6%

AMERICA MOVIL ADR 2,3%
TULLOW OIL 2,3%
SBERBANK 2,2%
CHINA MOBILE 2,1%
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Commentaire de gestion

The MSCI EM Price Index closed down 1.5% last month. Economic growth data remain strong, but there are some signs of moderation 
from the accelerated levels of last year. For example, mid month, China announced that GDP growth for the first quarter slowed slightly to 
9.7% year-on-year with retail sales growing 17.4% year-on-year in March. Perhaps unsurprisingly in such a high growth environment, 
Chinese annual consumer price inflation in March rose again to 5.4%. 
 
EMEA (down 1%) was the most successful region this month as it played host to the top four performing markets. Eastern Europe was the 
focal point as Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic all rose by more than 5%, while Turkey also gained 5%. In the larger markets there 
South Africa was flat but the Russian market fell by 4%. Egypt was the worst performing market in April as it continues to face challenges, 
falling by 12%. In Asia (down 1%), both Taiwan and South Korea gained 2%, the Chinese fell by 3% while India disappointed after its 8% 
return in March by posting a 5% loss this month. LATAM was the laggard region, down 4%, as Brazil and Mexico lost 5% and 3% 
respectively, although Chile did post a 4% gain. In sector terms, the Consumer sectors took the lead, gaining 2%. The large Financials and 
Materials sectors fell by 3% and 2% respectively while Energy was the biggest loser in April, down 6%, following its strong start to 2011. 
 
The NAV of Essor Emergent fell by 2.4% during April, underperforming the Index by 0.9%. The top contributors were from the Materials 
sector as First Quantum Minerals (Zambia) and Anhui Conch (China) both gained more than 6%. Further contributions came from two 
banks, Bank Rakyat (Indonesia) and Inbursa (Mexico), the latter rising by 11%. Notable detractors were X5 Retail (Russia) which fell by 
20% and the Brazilian bank Santander Brasil, which lost 10%. In relative performance terms the portfolio’s underweight position in the 
weak Brazilian market added most value, while gains were achieved in India as a number of positions there did well, the most notable 
being Asian Paints. Value was also added in Mexico and Turkey. However, these gains were negated by losses in South Korea and Russia 
as a number of positions in both markets underperformed, while the underweight position in the strong Taiwanese market also hurt the 
portfolio. From a sector perspective, the portfolio added value from the weak Energy sector as a result of good stock returns and the 
underweight position. Gains were also made in the Materials sector, but losses from the Consumer sectors more than cancelled them out. 
 
In Malaysia, the government’s Economic Transformation Programme, launched 18 months ago, is starting to make a difference. The idea 
is to double incomes to US$15,000 per capita by 2020 by attracting massive private investment in services. The effort would ring hollow if , p p y y g p g
not for a few key individuals at Khazanah, the government’s investment arm, and for some recent high-profile hires from the private sector. 
Khazanah has grown from crisis manager of government-linked companies into activist investor with tentacles in various government 
offices to make things happen. If good governance were not one of Khazanah’s defining features such power would be worrying.  
 
Current focus is on a 24,000 acre development zone in the south of the country called Iskandar. Disillusioned with the supply-led model 
that created some white elephants in the past, Khazanah is bringing investors in health and education. Light manufacturing is relocating 
from Singapore under its own steam – land in Iskandar is a tenth of the price in Singapore. Over US$20 billion in investments has been 
announced so far. Customs and immigration will be co-located to facilitate movement across the border and an integrated public transport 
system linking the two countries will be announced soon. Given the proximity of Singapore (it took eight minutes for us to drive across the 
bridge) it is amazing the commercial synergies have not been exploited until now. Warming bilateral relations is the key, and it is 
refreshing to hear the two Prime Ministers saying positive things about each other after the deep freeze under Mahathir. 
 
The Economic Transformation Programme could help Malaysia break through the glass ceiling that seems to lie between an upper-middle 
income economy and a developed one. Malaysia’s education levels are an issue but the government is making every effort to bring back 
higher-skilled Malaysians who have left – a new 15% income tax for five years for returnees was announced in April. All this means more 
investment opportunities, as well as a likely building boom – Lafarge Malaysia for example expects cement demand to grow at least 7% in 
2011 and again in 2012. 
 

Catherine Vlasto
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